
Year 5/6 WEEK 9

EQUIPMENT: 
Cones / stopwatch / whistle / dodgeballs / gym mats

CROSS JUMPING JACKS

Start with your arms and
legs crossed. Jump out to
open them and return to

cross. Increase the speed
when your confident of

the movement.

SHUTTLE RUN 

SPRINT
one full shuttle run 

1st cone back 
2nd cone back 
3rd cone back 

1,2,3 step  

Between two cones or spots,
take small steps between the

cones and then on the 3rd step
raise the knee to your chest

and then return the opposite way
making sure you alternate legs

each time.

WALL SIT REACH – HIGH KNEES
with a partner 

Person A: holds a wall sit, reach
your hands straight out in

front of you.
Person B: stands opposite

your partner and does high knee
running up to your partners hands.

SIT UP HIGH 10
 

Sit opposite a partner with
your feet touching. Bend your
knees and lay on your back.
Sit up sliding hands up your
legs to your knees and give
your partner a High 10 at

the top. Gently lower yourself
back to a lying position

and repeat.

LUNGE STEP 

From a standing position take
a large step back and stretch
out to a lunge. Then bring this
leg in front of your body and
raise your knee to your chest.

6 on each side. 

 COLOUR CALL 

Stand within a set of cones,
when your partner calls out
a colour react and move

to touch that cone, move back
to the centre point every time.
Ensure you keep a low body
position all the way through.

LEG BURNER WORKOUT
Focus: Leg Strength  

Suggested work out:
5 minute pulse raising warm up starting with walking and increasing speed to jogging
then running to increase heart rate. Spend 60 seconds on each station concentrating

on strong technique. 
Finish with pulse lowering exercises before static stretches and relaxing.

SQUAT BALL

In a circle stand with the
outside of your feet touching
someone elses. Squat down
to 90o and hold. From here

you try and hit the ball
through someone’s legs

using your hands. Perform
5 jump squats if ball goes

through your legs.  
Vary the challenges by

using 5 burpees or 5 star
jumps instead
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